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Today's heavy-duty trucks are ever more capable and civil. The Ford F is a perfect example. It's
loaded with the kinds of connected technology, comfort and driver assistance features more
common to light-duty pickups, blurring the conventional lines between work truck and family
truck. Offering more capability than the light-duty F and more affordable pricing than the F or F
Super Duty trucks, the Ford F combines impressive utility with everyday usability. This year's
truck has new engine and transmission combos that now provide up to 20, pounds of
conventional trailer towing capacity. Then you have a cab full of tech comforts, such as
voice-controlled infotainment and Wi-Fi hotspot, available leather interiors, even cooled front
seats, and ambient lighting. One thing's for sure: Today's heavy-duty truck is no longer limited
to the job site. The Super Duty also gets a new off-road package package called the Tremor,
which is a step up from the existing FX4 package. The Tremor package upgrades start with a
2-inch front lift and shorter airdam, followed by inch Goodyear Wrangler Duratrac all-terrain
tires. It also includes a retuned suspension, upgraded shock absorbers, a locking rear
differential, a limited-slip front differential, a rock-crawl mode, and low-speed cruise control. The
skid plates from the FX4 package are also included. As heavy-duty trucks drift more into the
mainstream, so too does the automaker's interest in keeping its trucks competitive. Even
Nissan is looking to win you over with its newly redesigned Titan XD. But even though the Ford
F Super Duty isn't the freshest choice, it remains a compelling pick if you want a truck that can
do just about anything. It can be configured as a regular cab, an extended cab aka SuperCab ,
or a crew cab with either a 6. The F offers a trio of engines. There are a 6. The F's turbocharged
diesel V8 engine returns, but now it's making hp and a stump-pulling 1, lb-ft of torque. It also
pairs with the new speed transmission. Base XL models are standard-issue heavy-duty work
trucks and come with handy features such as telescoping tow mirrors, a removable locking
tailgate and a trailer tow package. Cabin features are pretty bare-bones but include air
conditioning, vinyl upholstery, manual windows, a rearview camera, and a four-speaker audio
system. Moving up to the XLT introduces more comfort and convenience features such as
power-adjustable heated mirrors, cloth upholstery, power windows, cruise control, a USB
connection, and the Sync 3 infotainment system with an 8-inch touchscreen and Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto integration. The midrange Lariat offers more convenience and comes closest
to the ideal balance of "heavy-duty family truck. Platinum trims come with an assortment of
luxury comforts such as power-retractable side steps, a power tailgate, multicontour front
seats, and adaptive cruise control. Limited trims go all-in with features such as a panoramic
sunroof and a two-tone leather interior. If you're a fan of cowboy or ranch life, consider the King
Ranch. It's only available on crew-cab models but adds unique Western-themed trim and styling
details as well as luxury appointments. We're talking upgraded leather upholstery,
power-adjustable pedals and a heated steering wheel among other items. Many standard
features on upper trim levels are offered as options on the rest of the lineup. Notable options
include a heavy-duty trailer tow package paired with the turbodiesel engine , a massive gallon
fuel tank, different axle ratios, and an Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System with a total of seven
cameras. New for is the off-road-oriented Tremor package, with large tires, specialized front
suspension, and various rock and terrain crawling modes. Just keep an eye on the speedometer
because you go from 0 to 90mph in no time,the cab is very quiet you don't hear any outside
noise at all. Write a review. See all 5 reviews. You've watched the comparison video, but with
this one we need to answer a simple question: Which is quicker off-road, the Ram Power Wagon
or the Ford F Tremor? In this video, Travis Langness and Ryan ZumMallen find out and
demonstrate in the process just how much power the Ford Super Duty's turbodiesel has on
hand. And for more information, click the links below to visit Edmunds and find your perfect
truck, SUV, or car. That seems like an insane thing to say about a factory truck, but such as the
power of Tremor, an outlandish pickup truck, no matter how you look at it. And these things are
decked out. Off the lot, you get a two inch front lift, bigger shocks, and there's a lot of window
dressing on this truck, and we can argue all day about offroad capabilities. But the thing that

should really worry RAM is the 35 inch tires and the upgraded 7. Of course, this particular truck
comes with the crown jewel, a 6. Let me say that again, 1, pound feet of torque. Now, you have a
lot more choice in the Tremor than you do in the Power Wagon, but you need to know that it
comes at a steep cost. We need to know if it lives up to that lofty listing. You can only get it with
a 6. No diesel here. RAM says it's too heavy and it won't fit with the front winch. Never mind that
on the Ford, you can get that winch with either a 7. It's standard on the RAM. It'll cost you three
grand with the Tremor. Some other offroad goodies you get with the Power Wagon include the
front and rear locking differentials and a front disconnecting stabilizer bar. There's also the
usual skid plates for the transfer case in the fuel tank, as well as 33 inch tires on 17 inch wheels.
No one cares about torque. We're going to talk about transfer cases later. You've got big, wide,
cushy leather seats that are heated, cooled, and have a massage function. And then there are
doodads everywhere. There's a smartphone charging station, trailer backup assist, trailer gain,
transfer case, lane keep assist, tons of camera angles, and, oh yeah, a power sunroof. And then
everything's power adjustable too, from the steering wheel, to the pedals, and the mirrors. This
is a digital truck paradise, but it may be a bit disconcerting if you're more of an analog person.
There are a few areas for improvement. It lacks a lot of the interesting storage solutions and
cubbies that the RAM has in abundance. But did somebody say floor storage? In total, though,
the tech-heavy Tremor is really flashy and exciting, but it feels like the RAM got the basics right.
That truck is just a little more approachable and easy to live with. One of those is the interior
quality. But before we go inside, I want to show you a feature that I would absolutely get if I
were buying this truck with my money, and that is the RAM Box. Essentially, it's a couple trunks
on either side of the bed that you can fit all kinds of items in. Stuff like tow ball hitches, tow
straps, tow hitches, inflator kits, and there's even a charge port for when you're on the go. RAM
Box. It's got great materials, and it's got stuff like heated and ventilated seats, heated seats in
the rear, plenty of power ports and USB ports to plug into. And one of my favorite features is
this 12 inch touchscreen. It's one of the best in the business, not just in full size or heavy duty
trucks. It's super crisp and it looks great on this dash. Plus, there's lots of great storage cubbies
for you to put stuff in, plenty of cup holders, places for your smartphone. I bet Ryan's jealous of
that. And there's even a spot under the center seat we can store your laptop. Now, the only
drawback, really, with the RAM's interior is the steering wheel. It tilts, but it doesn't telescope.
So finding an ideal driving position might be tough. It's time to put these trucks on equal
ground. So we're going to hit the trail. I'm especially eager, of course, to check out this 1, pound
feet of torque and see how it does out there. The Tremor gets a custom front bumper compared
with other Super Duties. That gives it a really good approach angle. In fact, it's better than the
Power Wagon's back there. But this truck is long. It's 11 inches longer than the RAM in total.
We're more concerned about the Tremor on some of these trails than we are about the Power
Wagon. And frankly, making it through some of them safely could be a challenge. But let's see
how it handles a decline like this. Approach is no issue. We should hit level ground here pretty
soon. But as we get towards the back, not sure. Nope, it's fine. So when you disconnect that
stabilizer, or sway, or anti roll bar, whatever you want to call it, what happens is it allows for
more offroad articulation, so I can get over bigger obstacles without losing traction in one of my
tires, and traction is our friend. The other big difference up front is the locking front differential.
Ford's got a limited slip, which is good. But this one is a full walker, front and rear. And when
you have a walking differential, what it does is it ties the two wheels together, so essentially
they spin as one. That's also good for off roading, because you want to make sure you have
traction even if you do eventually exceed the ability of your articulation and pop that wheel up
off the ground. It's got these big tires, but we are pretty high up. Let me get on the truck info
page. Oh, we are rocking for sure. We're totally rocking. The truck is rocking back and forth. I
think we've got at least one wheel off. Yeah, we're at 16 degrees right now according to the
offroad gauge. And that works pretty well. One small bump and we're out of there. And now I'm
spinning the tire, and I'm bouncing around a little bit. I can feel my right rear tire is off the
ground. So I'm going to back up and engage my sway bar disconnect. Disengage my sway bar,
whatever. Do the same thing. Sway bar disconnected. Back up the hill I go. And I am going
much further. Now, I don't have the lockers engaged yet. But if I did, I could probably make it
over this weird sideways hill I'm on. It's pretty rad. Hey, guys, how does that look? I think I got a
wheel up. Oh, man. There's that articulation at work. Here's the thing about turning these HD
trucks around on a trail. It's like trying to turn a yacht around in a swimming pool. These things
are huge. I love that you get a ton of different camera views. So everything comes with a camera
now. But if you only have one view or a pretty limited scope, then in situations like this, it
doesn't really help that much. But I've got a ton of different views. I can see every angle. It just
might take a couple of turns, but you're out of the sticky situation pretty quickly. You're just
going to have a bumpy ride. That's one of the trade offs you get here for the increased towing

capacity. The Ford stuck with more traditional leaf springs in the back compared with the RAM's
coil springs. And the reason they did that is leaf springs are extremely strong and durable. So if
you're going for something like a maximum towing capacity rating, like Ford was, that's what
you want to go with. The beauty of it is, if you want more strength or more towing capability,
you just throw more bars in there. It's great for feeling confident when you've got a huge weight
behind you. But with unladen bed and nothing on the hitch, in this bumpy stuff, you're going to
feel some jitters. It's hilarious. Like, you don't feel unsafe. You're still in a bouncy castle. You're
not going to get hurt. Unless, like, the bully kid at the party pushes you out the door. But no one
needs to hear about my life experience. And frankly, a lot of people are going to be fine with
that, because the Ford is so good at towing. And don't forget, we have an extra two inches of lift
in the front compared with other Super Duties. So as much as we talk about articulation, and
departure angles, and all this super technical stuff, the Tremor can go almost everywhere the
Power Wagon can go. It's really just going to be that really, really small percentage of heavy
rock or boulder crawling where this thing is going to get hung up. But don't feel like you
shouldn't go out on the same trail in a Tremor that you can do in a Power Wagon. It may be a
little more uncomfortable, but this truck can handle a lot. You can just throw it into four high or
four low when you get off road, and it kind of pins the old school cool factor. Makes you feel like
you're in a truck. Whereas the Tremor has a button. So I guess technology for the win or
something. Also, this Power Wagon has a better crawl ratio. It is 51 to 1, well Ryan's diesel
Tremor is 44 to 1. Yes, if you get the F with the 7. And yes, he has larger tires, 35s. But if you're
comparing the two trucks we have here, I have the better crawl ratio, and that's what matters.
On top of all that grunt we have under the hood, Ford brings a lot of tech to off roading with the
Tremor. We've got a hill here with a pretty impressive incline, but it's not super difficult, so this
is kind of overkill. But I just want to demonstrate how it works. All you have to do is push this
button up here. That activates it. And then you want to hit the Set button, the same one that you
use for cruise control, and it works exactly the same way. And you can move it up in increments
of one mile an hour, so you can start really slow. So I'll just start off with one. My feet are off the
brake and throttle and the truck is moving all by itself. So I can just concentrate on the inputs
I'm giving into the steering wheel, and this is actually really slow. So let's kick it up to two,
three. So the incline is getting steeper. We're now at 15 degrees, I can't see anything over the
hood in front of me. And we're at the top and leveling off. There's another one that we're going
to come up to. We were actually pretty concerned about the break over angle on both of these
hills, but it's not a problem so far. Let's go back down to two, because this one has a really
steep drop. Here's the break over part. It's fine. Again, I'm not on the brakes, and now we're
starting to go down. I'm not on the brakes at all. The truck is doing it itself. We're at 16 degrees,
decline, I'm not touching the brakes. It's holding itself, two miles an hour set to. So that's it. It's
a very easy system to use. And again, just to keep things in perspective, this is a truck that
weighs four tons, and this system drove it up that degree of an incline by itself, so I could just
focus on the steering, and then brought it back down safely. Pretty cool party trick in your
Tremor. Is it cheating? But does it get you home safely? Yeah, I think so. What's next? No
limited slip here. You just need to go slow. You're going to go over a rock now. You're good.
Clear on your right. Light work, baby. Straighten out. I thought it was going to take a lot of
weaving around rocks and stuff, but tons of clearance, no issues at all. I feel excited to see what
the Tremor's going to do now. Because that handled that pretty easily. I'm going to put it into 4
low. I'm going to not lock the front locker, because I don't have a front locker. But it feels like I'm
really close to everything. That is definitely not the case with this 6. You are just barely
feathering the throttle. Because there's so much torque at your disposal, you just don't need
very much to get up to speed on the street and even on the highway. But the power delivery is
really smooth. It works great in conjunction with the speed transmission, which we haven't
always been huge fans of. But there are several different driving modes. There's even an eco
mode. And on the way out here, I averaged You're going to get some jitters on the road. Small
cracks and bumps are definitely going to be felt through the cabin. But that's the trade-off you
get for the amount of towing capacity that you have in the Tremor. But if comfort is much of an
issue, there's not a whole lot you can do about it. I would probably just start thinking Power
Wagon. But there's a trade-off. And that trade-off is comfort. This is a much more comfortable
truck on the highway. It's less bouncy. And I would rather take it on a road trip. Now, the Tremor
can tow about 15, pounds. And this Ram can only tow 10, But I still think that's plenty,
especially for a truck with all of this off-road capability. That's why I prefer the Ram. Ryan, after
a day in the dirt, what do you think of your truck? I started to get numb to the numbers that I
was throwing out-- inch tires, 1, pound-feet of torque! But the truth is, it has so much ground
clearance. And the technology really does come in handy. It was a blast out here. I had a lot of
fun. The problem is the price is offensive to me on a personal level. And if people look at that

and say, that's for me, then they're absolutely right. And they should get it. But what was your
takeaway? This truck's faster in a straight line. Hold on-- that would put a camper shell on a
truck and go overlanding. I'd love to live out of something like this and just spend six months
on the road. But that's not quite appealing enough for me to increase my monthly payments as
much as it would over this. The Ram is still the truck for me. What about you? And as always,
click the link below to subscribe. And for more information on both of these trucks, go to
Edmunds. The current Ford F generation is a little bit older than the all-new Silverado HD, but
both trucks are still thoroughly modern. The Silverado HD's maximum tow rating is a bit lower,
but it's still very respectable. One advantage for the Silverado is its more composed handling
and steering. Much like the Silverado HD, the Ram benefits from a full overhaul. Its cabin gives
off a classier vibe than the F's thanks to an available There's still plenty of towing and hauling
capability here ap too. While the F and the F aren't rivals in the traditional sense, you will want
to compare them. They're available with the same powertrains, but their chassis are built to
handle different loads. Essentially, the F offers identical equipment but in a bigger, more
capable package. If you're close to the F's limits, you will want to upgrade to the F The Ford
Super Duty is comfortable, quiet and, if you get either of the optional powertrains, effortless to
drive. The 6. The relentless torque and surging-but-butter-smooth power delivery are worth the
cost of entry alone â€” and the gargantuan towing figures are just icing on the cake. As far as
the 7. It's quieter than the diesel at idle, but it doesn't accelerate as hard as you'd expect from
such a giant engine. Power is a bit more immediate at slow speeds, but that's about the only
place it sees an advantage. At highway speeds, you don't get too much rumble from the diesel
engine or the 7. Road noise is always present, and it's louder than average when you go with
the Tremor because of its off-road tires. Wind noise is ever present too, especially with the big
towing mirrors, but this is typical for the heavy-duty truck class. Both the F and the F feel
confident around corners, especially considering their mass. Steering is as you'd probably
expect from such a big truck: numb. But the steering wheel resistance loads up well as you go
around corners, and the hefty steering wheel feels good in your hands. Go with the standard
FX4 off-road package and you'll have an easy time going far off the beaten path. But with the
Tremor package, the F reaches a whole new level. The extra ground clearance and impressive
approach and departure angles make a noticeable difference. The knobby tires also provide
plenty of grip on slippery rock surfaces, and the Tremor's electronically controlled off-road aids
such as the new rock-crawl drive mode can make even off-road novices feel like a pro. Even
though the F-Series Super Duty receives plenty of upgrades under the skin, it's hard to
distinguish between the old and new models. The cabin, for instance, is practically a carbon
copy unless you opt for the top-trim Limited. That primo Super Duty now includes additional
leather throughout the interior, black ash wood trim, and a faux suede headliner. A set of newly
standard and optional technology and safety features will appeal to owners and businesses
alike. This tech seems like an unusual feature to standardize on a truck that comes with crank
windows, but it makes sense given the Super Duty's popularity in fleets. Ford offers a
telematics suite for fleet operators so they can keep track of various vehicle data points, but it's
currently only available on Lariat models and above. By including it on every Super Duty, even
the fleet-oriented XL can be equipped with the suite. First introduced in the Ford F, it helps
drivers reverse with ease while towing a trailer. Drivers turn a dash-mounted knob to the left or
right, and the system rotates the wheel to point the trailer in the correct direction. In our
experience, the Pro Trailer Backup Assist takes a while to set up and has a bit of a learning
curve, but first-timers will be happy to have it. A number of advanced safety features are now
standard on XLT models and above, including lane departure warning for the truck and attached
trailer, automatic high-beam control, a blind-spot monitor with trailer coverage, and forward
collision warning with automatic emergency braking and pedestrian detection. The forward
collision system and blind-spot monitor are also available on XL and XLT models as part of
option packages. Rounding out the tech features are standard USB-C ports and an available
wireless charging pad. Want to tow? For pulling trailers, the Super Duty is one of the most
practical vehicles on the planet. Need to load a few-thousand-pounds-of-whatever in the bed
and haul it away from the job site or to the farm? The Super Duty is excellent at that. Feel like
parking it at your local grocery store? Well, good luck with that. The Ford Super Duty is meant
to be practical for those with big tasks. You can learn to maneuver it in tight spots with some
experience and help from items such as the rearview camera but it's unapologetically big â€”
just as it should be. Thankfully, features such as the Pro Trailer Backup Assist will help you
place your trailer exactly where you want it. New engine options, an updated interior on the top
trim levels, and plenty of modern tech help move the Ford Super Duty to the front of the pack.
The Ford isn't alone in offering chart-topping capability with near-luxury levels of comfort,
though. It faces stiff competition in what is probably the most competitive heavy-duty segment

ever. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford F Super Duty Diesel and all
its trim types. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer
reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed
rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality,
and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of
why customers like the F Super Duty Diesel. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Ford F Super Duty Diesel and all model years in our database. Our
rich analysis includes expert reviews and recommendations for the F Super Duty Diesel
featuring deep dives into trim levels including Limited, etc. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap used cars for
sale near you. Once you have identified a vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Ford F
Super Duty Diesel. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including all models of the Ford F Super Duty Diesel and all available trim types:
Limited, Limited. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar
models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds expert review, safety rating, and color. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Diesel V8 generates immense power and
torque Plenty of payload and tow capacity Aluminum body reduces overall weight, improving
efficiency Spacious cabs offer many convenience and technology options Cons Price tag soars
with options Tall ride height makes it hard to enter without side steps Lengthy stopping
distance What's new New, more powerful 7. The Ford F Super Duty has an appropriately brawny
look for a heavy-duty pickup, and Ford backs it up with strong towing and hauling performance.
Inside, the crew cab treats occupants to plenty of space and decent amenities, but Ram still
leads by a large margin here. Our F crew-cab test truck had the optional diesel engine. We
found that it provides strong and smooth acceleration in just about any situation. There's a tiny
bit of lag before the truck gets going, but the new speed transmission shifts quickly. Braking
performance is disappointing, however. The brakes feel reasonably capable in typical
conditions, but our truck took feet to execute a panic stop from 60 mph, which is longer than
average for the segment. The steering feels somewhat numb and inert, but the truck does track
straight on the open road. This big Ford feels somewhat maneuverable, but there's no hiding its
sheer bulk. If you have any heavy-duty pickup experience at all, the F will seem sufficiently
comfortable. It's not a benchmark by any means, but it does a decent job of keeping occupants
happy. It's fairly quiet when it comes to wind and road noise, and the air-conditioning system
has no trouble keeping the cabin cool. It's hard to fault an F for riding firmly when it's not
carrying any load. But even though the overall feeling is agreeable enough, it's worth noting
that the Ram is smoother-riding. The F's seats are what we're most lukewarm about. They're
nicely adjustable and spacious, but the cushions â€” particularly the seat bottoms â€” feel flat
and don't conform to an occupant's shape very well. No one should be surprised that it takes a
big step up to get into this truck. It's tall even for its class. But unfortunately, our test truck
didn't come with the relatively inexpensive option of side steps. For an F, we'd say those are a
must-have. Inside, there's more than enough space for everyone, and it's easy to fine-tune the
positioning of the driver's seat and steering wheel to your liking. All of the relevant controls are
within reach and operate as you'd expect them to. As for visibility, the F gives you nice views
out thanks to its big windows. All the same, we recommend opting for rear parking sensors and
blind-spot monitoring. Ford's audio and navigation system is built around the Sync 3 interface.
The interface is proven and it works, but it no longer stands out. It's missing recent competitor

innovations in screen size and menu control. That said, this system does well when it comes to
voice recognition support and smartphone integration. Safety equipment in the F has caught up
with most competitors thanks to features such as lane departure warning for the truck and
attached trailer, a blind-spot monitor with trailer coverage, and forward collision warning with
automatic emergency braking. The F offers strong towing and hauling capability. Its aluminum
body saves weight, and the savings amount to extra payload capacity. In this class, it's all about
the numbers, and the Ford can nearly match the Ram in most cases. Everyday loading,
however, is hampered by the bed's tall sides. Inside, both cargo space in the back half of the
crew cab and storage for personal items are quite generous. And while toting kids isn't the first
thing you think about when buying a truck, the big crew cab makes it easy to fit car seats of any
size. Getting the kids up and in is another matter. The fuel economy of heavy-duty pickups like
the Ford F is a mystery because this class of trucks is exempt from official labeling and testing.
We did record consumption over miles of driving, though, and it averaged Our best tank on a
mostly highway route was The heavy-duty pickup arms race is in full swing. This updated F has
done quite a bit to catch up, but it might not be enough. Sure, there's the new speed
transmission and more power, but the interior trimmings are still average. Ford's warranty
coverage is average, though the diesel engine's coverage lasts for , miles instead of the 60, you
get with the gas V8. All heavy-duty pickups are big, but even among them the Ford F makes a
statement. It knows what it is, and the styling is hardly subtle. The driving experience matches
that persona. It's no joy to drive, but neither is it a chore. Fun doesn't enter into it. The F is built
to work and to do a job, and it delivers on that promise. Buying a heavy-duty pickup comes
down to finding the features that best suit your work or family life or both. But the XLT is a good
place to start, offering a respectable list of standard features and plenty of options to suit
specific needs. The XLT is also available in pretty much every bed and cab configuration.
Rear-wheel drive is standard on all models, and four-wheel drive is offered as an option. Read
more. Find savings on the F Super Duty for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all F Super
Duty lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Most helpful consumer reviews 5
out of 5 stars, Great powerful fast truck!!! Ram Power Wagon vs. Check your price quote. Great
Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? The zone can be
enlarged to cover a trailer up to 33 feet in length. Trailer Tow Camera System Lets you know
what's behind your trailer when reversing. Tire Pressure Monitoring System Warns you if a tire
is below the recommended pressure. Coverage can include trailer tires as well. Ford F Super
Duty vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. What's the
interior like? How practical is it? Edmunds says New engine options, an updated interior on the
top trim levels, and plenty of modern tech help move the Ford Super Duty to the front of the
pack. The Edmunds experts tested the F Super Duty both on the road and at the track, giving it
a 7. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford F Super
Duty is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and
reveal what it's like to live with the F Super Duty. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the F Super Duty's average consumer rating
to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford F
Super Duty is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the F Super Duty and gave it a
7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the F Super Duty is a good car for you. Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford F Super
Duty Diesel and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by
a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the F Super
Duty drive? How comfortable is the F Super Duty? How economical is the F Super Duty? Is the
F Super Duty a good value? It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September edited
March in Dodge. I am looking to purchase a new truck and I can't decide which one to buy. The
Dodge or The Ford. I will put a Fisher Plow on the truck. Does anyone have any feedback about
either of these two Trucks that might help me make a decision. Thanks in advance. September
Either one would be a fine choice. I'm a Ford man, so I'm partial to the Ford truck itself.
However, I think the Cummins is the better engine. The new 6. If you're looking at 's, I believe
the vast majority of those bugs have been eliminated. The Cummins on the other hand, only
received fuel delivery upgrades - someone correct me if I'm wrong and I have been several
times. So, I'd bet it's still rock solid even with those new injectors. They sure are a lot quieter
than they used to be! Seems like "dusty" is affliated with a company that has a rather large fleet
of trucks. Maybe he will chime in with some advice. Believe you can't even order the snow plow

prep package with CC diesel configuration. Am told that chassis and suspension aren't beefy
enough to stand up to that kind of front end weight and pounding with that long a vehicle. Think
you have to go up to like an F CC chassis in order to support plow reliably. Be worthwhile to
check Dodge specs too, you don't want to have something fail and then have warranty claim
denied because you overloaded front end of truck. I can't comment on any diesel versions since
our company doesn't have those in the current pick-up fleet. Our mediums are almost all Fords.
They are currently equiped with Western plows and are used extensively for parking lot plowing
and salting for our more than a dozen sites in the area. The big parking lots are done by a
contractor who uses big earth moving equipment. Two of them also carry a pound
salt-spreaders in the back. This combination has worked well. They've been a very reliable
platform. We do have a few SuperDutys s in our fleet, but they are all two-wheel drive to the best
of my knowledge. I can't verify the comments made by another contributor about
fitness-of-purpose of the SuperDuty, but I guess I am a little surprised to hear they aren't
recommended for snow plowing. My daughter's horse stable has two SuperDutys, one is a F
and the other is a F Both are diesel dual wheel 4x4s. The owner is not particularly pleased with
them. They have experienced a number of nagging issues, but I don't think they've had any real
major problems with them. Our Fs have been competent performers. Like anything else, they
are not perfect and suspension problems come to mind as being somewhat pronounced. We've
lost a few transmissions, but based on sixty some odd Fs the failure rate is well within the norm
for this type of fleet. Don't know on this one. Some claim they are harder on tires than GM or
Dodge, but that's an unverified opinion from our fleet manager. The 4. We've never lost a Dodge
engine, and I think only one Ford. The new Dodges have the 4. I have only ever driven one
SuperDuty and that was a while ago. I thought the handling was not as nimble as our GMs or the
Dodges and I would have to say much noisier than an F The new RAMs are pretty quiet on the
inside,too. Good luck, Dusty. It's just the Superduty crew cab long bed configuration that's not
recommended for snowplowing,. I am looking to buy a bigger truck to replace my '99 GMC
Sierra I need a truck large enough to pull a 38' travel trailer with a dry weight of about 8,lbs.
Since I will never pull it with the tanks full, I'd estimate the maximum weight that I would be
pulling would be about 9,lbs, including passengers. I've only owned one Chrysler product in my
life, and that was a lemon. I really like the looks of the Ram , but I'm gun-shy. Are these newer
Dodge trucks reliable? I'm looking for 4WD with a crew cab and a gas-powered engine. Any
thoughts? Be wary of the published dry weight of the trailer. Some manufacturers think dry
weight is the chassis and the four walls with nothing inside. Can you get this trailer to a scale
and have it weighed? Then you won't have to be guessing. I'd be looking at the F or the RAM
Considering length of trailer, a dual rear wheel truck would probably help your stability a great
deal when towing, not to mention giving you a higher towing capacity. Are you towing alot, or
just a couple times a year? Considering size of your rig, a diesel may be in your future. The
published dry weight of the camper is the base model before any options are installed. So
Walt's suggestion of having it weighed is a very good one if it can be done. That TT should have
a tongue weight in the 1, to 1, lb range when loaded. Is it a front kitchen model? If so, the tongue
will be a LOT heavier. However, the dually suggestion is a valid one if you are going to be
pulling it a lot. I have a similar rig with a dually and a 31' TT. The rig is rock solid even in some
fairly strong crosswinds. The configuration you're looking at, crewcab 4x4, is the heaviest you
can get. All that extra weight is working against your effective towing capacity. Being a diesel
fan, I'd get the diesel. Where would I go to get the trailer weighed? I don't know that the state
police truck weigh stations will do this for me. I don't plan to tow it alot. I've rented a seasonal
beach site on the Chesapeake Bay and plan to leave it there from spring through fall. They also
provide off-season storage within a few hundred yards of the campsites. Of course, I had to
move it to higher ground last week before the hurricane hit. The kitchen and bathroom areas are
centrally located. The refrigerator, stove, microwave, water heater, furnace, power converter,
shower, and bathroom sink are all located near or above the wheels. There's not much weight in
the front, only a bunk set, a dinette, a couple of 30lb. Of course, this is where my pass-through
storage is, so I keep my fishing gear and long-handled tools there. Thanks for all of the advice.
It's good to have experienced people who are willing to respond. I'll try to look into getting the
trailer weighed. Since you won't be towing all the time, the gas engine might be a good choice.
The extra cash the diesel option will cost you will buy a lot of gas. Is there a truck stop close
by? Most will let you weigh a second time, within 24 hours, for free. You weigh the truck and
trailer the first time, unhook the trailer, then weigh only the truck the second time. Subtract the
first gross weight from the second gross weight to get the trailers gross weight. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August edited April in Ford. I would use it to commute 70mi. Is

the 5. Love the diesel but struggling a bit with the noise and justification of the cost difference
for no more weight I pull and the frequency of use. Also hearing horror stories about V10 gas
mileage. I would greatly appreciate any feedback from owners. Thanks for any advice. August
Get the 5. Whether you get the Superduty or half ton, get the 3. The 5. You'll never justify the
cost of the diesel pulling only 5 times a year. I know its in the VIN or another label somewhere
but not sure. Some salespeople don't readily know and I would like to be able to get that info
over the phone without me driving all over north GA. The Ford V ain't much to write home about.
Chevy's V-8 6. Good Luck - Tim. Thanks, Tim. Are you saying that the F may ride better than the
for commuting? You might be able to look in the owner's manual and find the code
corresponding with the rear ends. I know mine has it corresponding to engine, never looked for
axle. Thats all I know to do Rocles Posts: Tim is speaking of Chevy expierence. When
considering Fords, the half-ton is a better ride empty than the Super-duty. You may want to
consider a F with the 5. It used to be the FLD which they discontinued last year. The truck pulls
like hell when at rpm but can suck a 25 gallon tank dry in less than miles. Over 3 tons the bigger
motor will make you smile a little more when towing. Over 5 tons look at the V10 with 4. Your
original post indicated you were looking for a 99 SD. Given the weight trailer you're looking at
pulling the low frequency of pulls, I agree that a diesel would be overkill and hard to justify cost
wise. Personally, I would stay away from the 99 vintage V I've read numerous posts regarding
piston slap problems with this engine, which can lead to high oil usage and ultimately
premature engine failure. Sometime during the production year, Ford corrected this problem but
I don't know when. That leaves the 5. It's a solid engine, but keep in mind that the Super Duty
weighs about lbs more empty than the F Personally, I would go with the 4. But again, that's a
matter of personal preference. It's an awesome truck and I average mpg empty on daily
commutes to work 25 miles one way, mostly flat roads. I only have miles on the truck to date so
I can't speak of long term durability. But the power is tremendous. It has gobs more torque and
Hp than the 5. I traded mgg for the power by choosing the V10 over the V8. On top of that the
problems from the model year have been corrected in the model. Also, be aware that the early
99 model SuperDuty had a problem with brake life and the rotors and calipers were enlarged
midway during the production year to correct the problem. If it were me, I'd hold out for a model
V But if you can't wait, I'd go with a late 5. I too am looking at a F 4x4 sc sb. As of right now I'm
leaning torwards the v-8 with 4. Has anyone considered the aftermarket accessories to boost
performance and gas mileage? All personal preference, but here's my 2 cents. I have just over
7, miles with no problems. I have a couple of friends with the V8 and they beat me on gas
mileage by about 1, and that could be my driving habits. I get about 14 hwy and 11 to 12 mixed.
If you are planning to pull anything the V10 sure makes it nice. It may use a little more gas
pulling but that's only a few times a year and you'll be smiling all the way as you pass the other
folks on the hills. The F has a little stiffer ride than the F but the Crew Cab helps out not to
mention all the extra room inside. I upgraded my truck with a 6" lift and 38" tires. The books say
I should run 4. I've got over 41K miles on it. Enough with the economy stuff. The diesel is easier
to drive in traffic because it free wheels easier less engine breaking which makes the stop and
stop more tollerable. The ride is better than my older '92 F but it's not car like. I've added velvet
shackles and edlebrock shocks and the ride is very good, for a truck. But it's still a truck. I am
biased because I just like driving a diesel. If you're spending an hour plus daily in your
commute, get the thing that is going to give you the most comfort and convienence for that
time. If you arrive home relaxed because you're not fighting the vehicle it really helps
relationships. First to Tim I own 99,F,sc,V10,4x4,3. My brother owns 99,Silverado,,4x4,6. I
finished 4th behind 2 F's and 1 supercharched Dodge. I pulled about ' and all 4 wheels were
slinging dirt. My brother powered whimpered out at about '. By the way both trucks were stock.
About pulling lbs My previous truck 92,F,4x4,5. The new 5. If you really only weigh in at lbs then
you will be fine with F If you think about getting anything above that I'd go with the F,V10,3.
Compared to the F,5. As for ride, no comparison!!! The F has the twin arms. The F has a solid
axle. My wife and two children wish I had a truck that rode as good as the last one. I am going to
purchase a ford truck for commuting to work and to pull a camper trailer when I buy one maybe
times a year. I have preferred the F with 5. But I understand this may not be enough to pull a 24
to 30 foot trailer. I am now considering F's. But again that problem of deciding whether to buy a
diesel or gas engine looms. I would plan to keep the diesel for as many years as it will hold up!!!
My 89 olds calais has k miles on it and is still going strong because of careful maintenance. My
questions: 1. What could you expect to safely pull with the F? If a F is the best route, and I plan
to keep it for as many years as it will hold up with proper maintenance of course , would this
justify buying a diesel ford powerstroke vs. Would this be cost effective, because I understand
problems with injectors etc. In general, what would justify buying a diesel over the gas engine?
Thanks very much for the input. It will do up to probably, but you have no room for extra. But it

pulls better and gets slightly better mileage. Fords have never been good on glowplug and
small electronics. But if you really love the way it drives and pulls, and the macho sound, then
thats the justification you have right there. I pull a 27' Wildwood with no problem at all. My
friend has 94 F 5. Hope it helps. Dear Cdean and lockshop, Thanks very much for the
responses. You seem very knowledgeable in the area of trucks and what can be pulled with a
particular truck. Lockshop, I also wanted to hear from someone who has the 5. I didn't think the
new Powerstroke's had glow plug's??? Anyone know for sure? Great combo. I have a manual 6.
We expect to see similiar performance and fuel economy. I'd recommend either. Drove a '89
diesel for k. No way would I buy another diesel as a short daily driver, particularly since I live at
7,' elevation with cold winters I just pulled my mustang from Chico, California too Jackson,
Tennessee. There is no other diesel Chevy or Dodge that will out pull it. The guys on this page
that say Ford diesel's suck don't know what they're talking about. How many miles got on that
Powerstroke? Same basic bottom end as a powerstroke. Engine was basically worn out after k
miles, even with oil and filter changes every 2, miles. As daily drivers, going short distances, I
have my doubts that a diesel will go as far and certainly not as cheaply as a gas motor. I have ,
miles on my F 6. Went to test drive a new 7. Was disappointed in the acceleration compared to
my 6. I'm wondering how many more miles I can get on this engine. Like the bunny it just keeps
going. Oil changes every 5, miles; changed injectors at , for no particular reason. All highway
miles. Was wondering if trading in is a step down. Also in the test drive I seemed to hear the
high pitched wine of the turbo on acceleration. Is that normal? Any thoughts? Yes, turbo whine
is normal. Very surprised that your 6. I know a fellow with well over K on his Hard to say how
long it will last. You are at the point where you can pretty much expect something to give at
anypoint. I have seen several diesels just poop out around K or sooner. I have a friend whos job
is hauling trailers back and forth between Grand Rapids Michigan and California. He has a 98
ford SD with the power stroke diesel, and he already has miles on it. He takes it into the dealer
once a week for an oil change, and other than that, he has had no trouble with the engine or the
truck except for a torn belt at , and he has had to replace the brakes a couple of times. IMHO the
super-dutys are the best trucks on the market. I own a bobcat service company, and have been
looking for a truck that will pull my bobcat. As far as power goes, the SD with the Power stroke
wins hands down. No other truck could match it hauling uphill, passing, etc. The cummins came
pretty close, but always had to downshift one extra gear when hauling up a grade. The Vs might
have been a little quicker off the line, but I'd give that up for the torque that the diesels had. Not
to mention the fuel economy. I don't think there's any doubt that the diesel is best for you with
the weight you tow more then not or for someone who puts on miles a year. I like the diesel, I
like the powerstroke, I like the Ford. Until you use one as a daily driver, you probably just won't
understand the nuts like me. People don't need Corvettes, but they buy them. They don't need
Mustangs, but they buy them. Just cuz you don't need a diesel, doesn't mean you can't buy one.
Rich is a perfect example! You can't beat a diesel for gas mileage, and hopefully, there won't be
any extra maintenance. The oil change ratio of a diesel is for gas, so you're not really putting
that much more money into the diesel for maintenance. Everyone has their preferences, I like
diesels. I bet that once you get behind the wheel of one, you probably won't want to switch back
to gas. I agree with rich - until you drive one on a daily basis, you'll never truly appreciate a
diesel engine, or understand us diesel nuts. Not for me. I used to drive diesel all the time. It tows
all my hauling needs no prob. I like the quieter sound. But I do know all the reasons you guys
love the diesels In the middle of this debate, I have one question: Where is Dodgeram7? I would
think his insight to trucks would be valuable here! Must be studying for that first Pre-Algebra
test My last truck was a 97 Dodge Ram Xcab 4X4 5. The diesel is getting about It does ok off of
the line, but I'm not racing it either. I use it for my daily commute to work and back 50mi. I'll
admit I will never understand the attraction and I have driven them back to back. Engfarm, I
can't debate personal preference but I will disagree on the maintenance. You've got double the
oil capacity x's the expense for filters and the water separator PLUS changes more often.
Cdean, I agree, the larger gas motors just "feel" better to me. September I have had a F 7. Love
the brute power of the power stroke, actually I think the take off is fairly impressive for the size.
As for Maintenance, it is true that each oil change is expensive, costing approx. But of course
that is halved by the fact that gas requires it more often But I think that is much offset by the
longevity of the engine and the fuel savings. I have worked around diesel engines all my life, I
am an owner operator of a large truck, a Kenworth. With the correct maintenance they can last
for ever. One of the things I will point out that we large diesel owners do, that does not seem to
be done on the smaller ones is, Change your coolant every two years or so. The coolant will
gather acids and will break down the engine walls. You will suddenly discover soap suds in
your coolant when trouble appears This is evidence of oil beginning to show up in the coolant.
By the way, I hate the telescoping mirrors, they should be able to retract. I have replaced the left

one twice now Can't replace just a small piece of them either it's all or nothing I thought diesels
require more frequent oil changes??????? Even though I do mine every miles using synthetics
I think the recommended oil change on the gas motors is miles. What's the diesel's
recommended interval. I dont know about the power stroke but I have a 24v Cummins and the
recommended intervals between oil changes are miles for light duty miles for med duty and
miles for hard towing or extremely dirty roads. I change my oil every miles using delo semi
synthetic oil. Sounds like the same recommendations as the gas motor to me. It also sounds
like a lot of people change oil more then required. Cheap peace of mind. I've read this board off
and on and am SURE one or more of you can answer my question please. Last year I bought a
99' 4x4 F, ,5. However, we've decided to retire and full-time RV next year. I'm pretty sure we are
going to be pulling an approx. Of course neither Ford nor the RV salespeople ever have the
correct info on what will pull what, so I'm turning to the real pro's you guys. I've obviously got to
sell my F with mi. Boo Hoo and get something that I can reliably tow that big RV with. I really
have no desire to own a deisel. Do you think I need a dually? I hate the thought of 12 tires 6 on
each vehicle but I'll do what I have to. Will a F HD with a V10 and a rear end do it with
reasonable ease or what do you guys suggest? Thanks a lot. I'll preface this by the following
statement: I do not profess to be a diesel expert and none of what is reported comes from first
hand knowledge. In fact I'll be a diesel virgin The pulling power of the V10 was adequate 3. Prior
to selecting the diesel I did considerable research internet, acquaintances, contacting engine
manufacturers regarding durability. In addition to towing, I use my truck to travel to work 6
miles - 1 way and for short trips and I was concerned regarding the reprted wear on the diesel
caused by short trips and the corresponding costly maintenance. My first question regarded as
to why short trips would be "harder" mythical or not on a diesel than a gas engine. Nobody has
provided concrete information or data as to why this might be true. Another issue I can't quite
get squared away is that diesels are MUCH more prevalent in Europe than in the US and there is
no fundamental issue with diesel durability as compared to gas. This of course assumes that
the basic design methodologies are the same. As best I can tell the major maintenance "issues"
with a diesel as compared to gas are: 1 Frequent oil changes - why? My question to the experts
in the audience is: why do short trips damage a diesel more than a gas engine? A far as
maintenance goes. I change the oil on my PSD about every 5K. I use from WalMart. Every 15K I
check the coolant for the need for anti-cavitation additive a. Fleet Guard or FW- something like
16 or 17 and change the fuel filter. The fuel filters can be had on the web inexpensively as can
the FW-whatever. The nice thing about diesel maintenance is that it can be done at home. It ain't
brain surgery or rocket science. The big maintenance of oil, lube filter, cavitation fluid and fuel
filter takes me an hour to 90 minutes. And it's a h of a lot more exercise than clicking the
remote. I am a engineer that normally hauls around lbs. I also from time to time deliver freight
for a local trucking company on weekends. I also hunt from Nov. My question is this The one
kicker is of course maintenance I know that the oil,filter and fuel filter needs changed about
every 3k miles. I have found one local dealer that will give free lifetime oil changes for as long
as I own the truck. Any and all advise appreciated Russ, if you are looking for anecdotal tales, I
can tell you about my neighbor who pulled a trailer that size home with a Dodge minivan. V10 F
dually is close Sounds like you need to look at a Freightliner, or checkout many of the newer
lighter weight trailers. I know folks who got eaten alive in court for overweight in an accident.
Not worth it. If the trailer of yours weigs over pounds, don't even look at a F or to pull it. I don't
know why someone hasn't suggested this already, but what you'll need to get is a F or super
duty dually. I would definately not try to pull something that heavy on single rear tires. Both the
trucks are rated for over that weight. The bad part is that neither can be ordered with a box like
the You'll have to go with a flatbed. If you really want to pull that trailer around, these are
basically the only trucks that will do it short of getting a freightliner. I wouldn't even bother
looking at the GMs or Dodges. I really recommend going with a diesel engine - the main reasons
are obvious - more power, better fuel economy, and more durable. I have a close friend who
recently bought a Jayco fifth-wheel that tips the scales at just over pounds. He uses a F dually,
diesel, flatbed to pull it and he loves it. Says he hasn't had any problems with it. I hope that this
has been a help to you. I am looking to buy a new f supercab ,I do very little towing and would
like to have info on the mpg of the V8 and V I hear conflicting stories on the V10 I need your
help thanks. Every 15K is more like it, per Ford recommendations. IMHO, every 3K is over kill for
oil changes too. Every 5K is sufficient for just about every type of driving except city delivery.
The engine is left idling at each stop. As for the 5K oil changes I totally agree, been doing it for
14 years. I live in Atlanta and do a lot of city driving, never a problem and never used any oil. Go
with the medium duty truck!!! Get a hold of a Coast-To-Coast camping magazine or something
like it. It has great sources for finding the Freightliners and other trucks. They cost more up
front but can last for K miles and more. Power to pull is great, and you can always add on more

power to a light duty. Its very hard to add on more stopping power and control. Lots of good
info here, thanks guys. A couple questions, Rich or whoever. I understand for my '89 F 7. Can I
get something comparable to the Ford stuff at Walmart or Checker or the web or somewhere? I
am also looking for a newer truck, mostly because I need 4x4. Will a '93 , or a newer 5. I don't
know the weight, but it's older '73 Invader and fairly heavy. My '89 diesel 5 sp. Thanks, Bernie.
The cost for 6 bottles and shipping was about what the dealer charged for one and a half or two.
They carry about everything that you need for t
tekonsha wiring harness
2004 ford explorer shop manual
2003 chevy silverado brake line diagram
he truck. I think. The info is not at hand right now. They always seem to have deals on
something. For the prices, I can be very patient. I am currently contemplating on buying a fifth
wheel too, a 36 foot Montana. The king pin weight is lbs, the trailer weight, wet, is lbs. This new
heavy duty truck is rated at a GCVW of lbs. Your hitch weight will help you decide for either a
HD or dually. Both max out at GCVW. If you want a gasser, you can opt for the new 8. This
combo will handle lbs too. However your mileage will be in the single digits. It has the 5. Should
I hold out for another used on that has the V10? I do not haul any thing over lbs, but I do travel
through the mountains of NC from time to time and like to move above a snails pace. This is my
only reservation, otherwise it is a perfect truck condition wise. Also, what is a good aftermarket
exhaust? Borla, Flowmaster,,?? Thanks in advance,,,. Currently driving miles weekly, all driving
at 5 to 8k mountain range, some hauling.

